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Nationwide compatibility of
emergency power supplies
The Fire and Rescue Service of the Czech Republic relies on easy to use Stäubli 16BL connectors
to deal with emergency power supply and unexpected outages.
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Industrial Connectors: Single-pole
industrial connector 16BL
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Having a single, standardized connector system
for all power distribution equipment in the country
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Customer benefits

• No need for highly skilled personel
• Improved staff and connection safety
with reduced risk of wrong connection

• Easy standardisation and nationwide
compatibility

• High power availability and quality
service for the end consumers
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About Stäubli
Stäubli is a global mechatronics solution
provider with three core activities: Connectors, Robotics and Textile. The international Group has a presence in 29 countries.
Stäubli Electrical Connectors is a spe-
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